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ABOUT STARSIGHT ENERGY

ABOUT SOLARAFRICA

Founded in 2015, Starsight Energy (Starsight) is
a privately-owned power and cooling-as-a-service
provider to commercial and industrial clients in
Africa.

Founded in 2011, SolarAfrica was one of the
pioneers in solar finance through power purchase
agreements (PPAs) in South Africa.

Serving the commercial and industrial, financial,
residential, educational and agricultural sectors, Starsight
Energy delivers tailored power and cooling solutions to
meet client requirements while optimising consumption
through energy-efficient appliances and environmentallyfriendly practices and recommendations.
Through its growing presence across Africa with over 656
sites in Kenya, Ghana and Nigeria, Starsight has saved
clients 50, 000 tonnes in carbon emissions.
Starsight is backed by Helios Investment Partners and
African Infrastructure Investment Managers (AIIM). Helios
is the largest Africa focused private investment firm,
with a record that spans creating start-ups to providing
expanding companies with growth capital and expertise.

Today, SolarAfrica is a market-leading energy
solutions enabler that specialises in bringing together
its financial and technical expertise to provide the best
solar solutions to the commercial and industrial sectors
throughout Southern Africa.
With over 150MW in commercial solar PPAs, the
company serves a wide range of customers seeking
an energy solution that provides power security, cost
savings and carbon reduction.
As industry leaders, SolarAfrica is continually driven
to assist its customers in reaching their green energy
goals while saving them money in the process.

AIIM currently manages an aggregate AUM of USD2.4
billion in assets across the power, renewable energy, digital
infrastructure, mid-stream energy and transport sectors
with operations in 19 African countries.
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BY THE NUMBERS
Starsight Energy (pre-merger)

71MW

OPERATED AND CONTRACTED
GENERATING CAPACITY

18,391HP
COOLING CAPACITY

50,000T
CARBON REDUCTION

36MWh
BATTERY STORAGE

OVER 656 SITES ACROSS KENYA, GHANA,
AND NIGERIA

SolarAfrica Energy (pre-merger)

150MW

OPERATED AND CONTRACTED
GENERATING CAPACITY

50,000T
CARBON REDUCTION

4MWh

WHAT WE DO
The newly merged Group will provide fullyserviced, capex-free, green energy solutions
including solar, battery storage and
wheeling across multiple industries.
These solutions enable carbon reduction,
power security and cost savings for
businesses across the African continent.
Using proprietary smart technology ensures
that clients are able to reduce their energy
costs and increase profits without attracting
upfront expenses. Instead, clients pay a
monthly, all-inclusive fee for their end-toend service.
The service delivered by the Group will
include assessing a client’s energy needs
as well as the design, installation and
asset management of a renewable energy
solution, driven by innovative technology
and ongoing performance management.

BATTERY STORAGE

FINANCED 135+ PROJECTS ACROSS SOUTHERN AFRICA

Combined Group (post-merger)

100,000T

40MWh

221MW

790+ PROJECTS ACROSS WEST, EAST
AND SOUTHERN AFRICA

CARBON REDUCTION

OPERATED AND CONTRACTED
GENERATING CAPACITY

BATTERY STORAGE

18,391HP
COOLING CAPACITY

GROUP SNAPSHOT
Auditing – review and analysis of energy consumption and output
Design – bespoke energy solution
Installation – on time and on budget installations
Asset management – power solution and life cycle costs of project
Remote monitoring – concierge-like system monitoring and support
Demand management – audits, historical energy consumption data
reviews and load analysis
Operations and maintenance management – regular testing and
performance analysis
Fully funded solutions: capex-free solutions, no upfront cost to the customer
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POST-MERGER
GROUP
ENERGY SOLUTIONS

Photovoltaic
solutions

Cooling

Energy
efficiency

Smart
analytics

Battery
storage

Hybrid power
solutions

Wheeling
Carbon
credit
Renewable
energy certificates

BENEFITS OF
RENEWABLE ENERGY:
Cost-effective
Environmentallyfriendly
Abundant
resource
Favourable
regulations

Why
renewable
energy?
As the world moves towards reducing global
carbon emissions to net-zero by 2050 in an
effort to limit the increase in average global
temperatures to 1.5 °C, the focus on the renewables
sector hinges on an unprecedented green
technology push to 2030 and beyond.
South Africa, Nigeria, Ghana and Kenya are signatories to the Paris
Agreement, the international treaty on climate change that was
adopted by nearly every nation in 2015 to address climate change
and its negative impacts. The agreement includes commitments from
all major emitting countries to cut their climate pollution and to
strengthen those commitments over time.
Despite the need to decarbonise, there is still a growing demand for
a stable and cost-effective power supply, particularly in developing
countries across Africa. This has caused many countries including
South Africa to turn to renewable energy sources such as wind, solar
and hydropower.
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Nigeria
Ghana

POST-MERGER
GROUP
FOOTPRINT

Uganda

Kenya

Tanzania

Operating with
JV partner
Namibia

South Africa

Important terms:
Wheeling: Wheeling involves the delivery of energy from a renewable energy generator to an
end-user in a different location using existing distribution or transmission networks.
Commercial & Industrial (C&I) Customer: The commercial sector refers to businesses that
provide or distribute products or services such as hotels, shopping malls and office parks. The
industrial sector refers to businesses that produce and distribute goods or services, including
manufacturers of food, furniture, textiles, steel or packaging.
Cooling-as-a-service: A pay-per-service model for energy efficient clean cooling systems.
Power Purchase Agreement (PPA): A PPA is a contract that lays out the commercial
conditions between a user of electricity and the producer of electricity for the purchase of
power.
Renewable energy: A natural resource or source of energy that is not depleted by use, such as
water, wind, or solar power.
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